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Abstract— Extracting knowledge and reasoning from large
language models (LLMs) offers a path to designing intelligent
robots. Common approaches that leverage LLMs for planning
are unable to recover when actions fail and resort to retrying
failed actions without resolving the underlying cause. We pro-
pose a novel approach (CAPE) that generates corrective actions
to resolve precondition errors during planning. CAPE improves
the quality of generated plans through few-shot reasoning on
action preconditions. Our approach enables embodied agents
to execute more tasks than baseline methods while maintaining
semantic correctness and minimizing re-prompting. In Virtu-
alHome, CAPE improves a human-annotated plan correctness
metric from 28.89% to 49.63% over SayCan, whilst achieving
competitive executability. Our improvements transfer to a
Boston Dynamics Spot robot initialized with a set of skills
(specified in language) and associated preconditions, where
CAPE improves correctness by 76.49% with higher executabil-
ity compared to SayCan. Our approach enables embodied
agents to follow natural language commands and robustly
recover from failures.

I. INTRODUCTION

Generalized robots can assist humans by accomplishing
a diverse set of goals in varying environments. Many such
agents are equipped with a library of skills for primitive
action execution. Here, natural language can enable more
seamless human-robot interaction by leveraging these skill
libraries [1]. Given a task description or command from a
human, a robot must be able to autonomously propose a
sequence of actions (from its skill repertoire) that realizes the
given task. Critical to such an application is the agent’s abil-
ity to ground skills specified in language to their environment
and reason about state changes from skill execution or the
relevance of proposed actions towards a task’s objective. For
instance, if a robot is commanded to “put away groceries”,
it must ground the concept of “groceries” to objects in its
environment and decompose the task of “putting away” to
meaningful constituent skills from its repertoire.

Thus, extracting actionable knowledge from a large lan-
guage model (LLM) requires context about the agent’s
embodiment and environment state. Related works that ex-
tract plans from LLMs using prompting strategies assume
access to extra information such as: 1) predefined skills
with preconditions [2], 2) visual-language models that de-
termine affordance from observations like SayCan [2], 3)
descriptions of the agent’s goal [3, 4], or 4) descriptions
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of observation and action spaces for reasoning in text-based
video games [5, 6]. These approaches do not efficiently
nor explicitly resolve failure modes during planning: they
either propose actions that are not afforded execution in
the environment (i.e., violate preconditions, such as walking
through a closed door), or resort to exploring the entirety of
an agent’s action library to identify executable actions [2].

We use precondition errors to resolve action failure, mo-
tivated by the vast body of research on planning algorithms
and definitions like PDDL [7]. In these settings, robots
are equipped with a repertoire of skills, each requiring
certain preconditions to be satisfied to afford their execution.
Our method targets the failure mode of executing skills
without satisfying their preconditions in this setting. An
LLM generates/translates natural language into parametrized
skills, producing a sequence of actions for execution towards
completing a task. When a robot or agent fails to execute
an action due to precondition violations, CAPE (Correc-
tive Actions from Precondition Errors) adopts a templated-
prompting strategy to query the LLM for corrective actions
(Figure 1). Our prompts either specify the action failed
or provide explanatory details about the cause of action
failure, flexible to the extent of knowledge accessible to the
robot about its skills or environment. This paper builds on
our previous work [8] with more rigorous analysis, scaled
human evaluation, additional (more competitive) baselines,
and experiments in both simulation and real-world settings.

Our contributions are as follows: we introduce CAPE as
a novel approach for LLM planning that can recover from
failures by proposing corrective actions, using prompts based
on precondition errors. We detail how different ablations
of our re-prompting strategy can be deployed on embodied
systems with large and small skill repertoires. We also
evaluate against several baselines [3, 2] to show that CAPE
achieves near-perfect executability and more semantically
correct plans for various tasks executed on a Boston Dynam-
ics Spot robot and a simulated agent in VirtualHome [9].

II. BACKGROUND

In-Context Learning: Brown et al. [10] introduced GPT-
3: a 175 billion parameter LLM capable of few-shot learning
novel tasks (including Q&A, arithmetic, and comprehension)
by prompting the LLM with in-context task examples used
for structural and syntactic guidance. This approach offers
much greater sample efficiency and task generalization over
learning tasks with fine-tuned pre-trained latent language
representations [11, 12, 13] and zero-shot inference [14]. In-
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Step 8: Pick up energy drink

Error: I am already holding the cap.

A correct step would be to:

Step 8: Put cap on door

Error: I am not near the door.

A correct step would be to:

Step 8: Walk to door

...

Grounded Plan (cont'd)

Task: Prepare everything needed for
a run on a warm day
Step 1: Walk to shoes
Error: I am sitting down.
A correct step would be to:
Step 1: Stand up
Step 2: Walk to shoes
...

Grounded Plan Robot Execution Robot Execution

A correct step would be to:
Step 1: Stand up

Step 1: Walk to shoes
Error: I am sitting down.

Step 8: Pick up energy drink
Error: I am already holding the cap.
Error: I am not near the door.

A correct step would be to:
Step 8: Walk to door

Fig. 1. Qualitative results of CAPE for robot execution of the task "prepare for a run". We highlight 2 cases where re-prompting with precondition error
information resolves action failures (left: resolving prerequisite for walking by standing; right: resolving one-armed manipulation constraint).

context learning performs best when examples are relevant
to the test task; we retrieve in-context examples based on
their semantic similarity to a task [15, 3].

Open-Loop Plan Generation: CAPE extends the open-
loop framework of Huang et al. [3], which generates plans
for a task zero-shot without environment feedback. Given a
query task Q, first an example task T and its plan are chosen
from a demonstration set as a contextual example for the
Planning LLM; T is selected to maximize cosine similarity
with the query task Q. The Planning LLM auto-regressively
generates actions for task Q in free-form language (al) via
in-context learning. The Translation LLM then utilizes a
BERT LM (Sentence-BERT [16]) to embed free-form actions
(al) to the most semantically similar (i.e., cosine-similar)
admissible action from the agent’s repertoire (ae). Here, an
admissible action refers to the language description of the
action. The chosen admissible action (âe) is then appended
to the unfinished prompt to condition future auto-regressive
step generation on admissible actions. We investigate how
to plan in a closed-loop setting by leveraging precondition
error feedback as an auxiliary mode of information.

Affordance and Preconditions: Action preconditions and
effects are commonly adopted in robot planning domains,
such as those using PDDL [7] or STRIPS [17], where robots
have access to a library of predefined skills. Affordance
models factorize states into preconditions, where affordance
is defined by independent state components that must be
satisfied for execution. This can be formalized by the options
framework [18], where options O(s) over the state space S
form a set of temporally extended actions equivalent to those
in an agent’s skill repertoire. An initiation set of an option
I(o) defines the states in which option execution is afforded
(akin to preconditions), while a termination condition βo(s)
describes the terminal state of the skill. If the current state
fails to meet the initiation state of an option, a precondition
error arises. Environment states in these domains can be
factorized in a semantically meaningful manner to evaluate
the validity of preconditions for a skill, thus enabling a
skill’s affordance to be measured. Learning and modeling
preconditions have been largely studied in model-based
approaches that leverage symbolic planning [19, 20]. Our
work investigates how these preconditions can be leveraged
to improve planning using LLMs.

III. METHOD

Given a task specified in natural language, we use LLMs
to generate a plan. When an agent fails skill execution, CAPE
injects precondition errors into a prompt for plan repair.

A. Plan Generation via Re-prompting

In control theory, a closed-loop system relies on feedback
from its outputs for adaptive control [21]. Similarly, when
the LLM proposes an action not afforded execution (output),
CAPE closes the loop by injecting the corresponding
precondition error (feedback) into a corrective prompt
(see Figure 2), allowing the LLM to adaptively correct
the generated plan. Certain errors require more context
about the agent’s state, action history and environment. For
instance, correcting the VirtualHome [9] error <character>
(1) does not have a free hand when executing
"[GRAB] <obj> (1) [1]" requires knowledge of objects
previously / currently grabbed by the agent and available
adjacent receptacles on which held objects can be dropped,
to free the agent’s hands. Our corrective prompts are
composed with the following segments of feedback:

• Contextual Information: includes relevant context and
action history upon action failure, i.e., query task Q and
query steps up to the failed action.

• Precondition Error Information: optionally includes
details on violated preconditions, tailored to the degree
to which the agent can assess precondition violations.

For the Translation LLM to ground language steps, we
must assume the agent is equipped with a repertoire of
skills admissible to the environment. Preconditions only
need to be defined for each parametrized skill. More im-
portantly, the Planning LLM used by CAPE has no explicit
knowledge of the agent’s skills nor their preconditions (i.e.,
logical propositions assessing a skill’s affordance) during
re-prompting. Instead, we evaluate the current environment
state using preconditions (logical propositions) defined for
each parametrized skill to identify precondition violations
or errors. Although the environment state and preconditions
are external to the LLM, linguistic error information can be
integrated into the corrective prompt. As a result, the Plan-
ning LLM has to infer the cause of failures and environment
mechanics over a wide layer of abstraction (based only on
the context from corrective prompts and the agent’s action
history) before proposing an appropriate corrective action.
CAPE can be applied to planning domains where skills are
represented using preconditions and effects described using
symbolic propositions (e.g., PDDL [7], STRIPS [17], or
LTL [22]). Since preconditions are well-defined in these
representations, minimal effort is required to integrate ap-
propriate language feedback for precondition violations.

Re-prompting Strategies: CAPE’s re-prompting ablations
provide varying degrees of precondition error detail in both
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Task: Carry fruit to the kitchen
Step 1: Walk to home office
Step 2: Walk to dining room
Step 3: Walk to apple
Step 4: Grab apple
Step 5: Walk to dining table
Step 6: Put apple on dining table

Task: Organize pantry
Step 1: Walk to pantry
Step 2: Look at pantry
Step 3: Walk to cereal
Step 4: Grab cereal

Add Corrective Action and ContinueRe-prompt with Error Information

Step 1: Walk to pantry
Step 2: Look at pantry
Step 3: Walk to cereal
Step 4: Put cereal on pantry
Error: I am not holding cereal.
A correct step would be to:

Planning LLM

Step 4: Grab cereal

Match to Admissible Action

Step 1: Walk to pantry
Step 2: Look at pantry
Step 3: Walk to cereal
Step 4: Put cereal on pantry
Step 5: ...

Translation LLM

go_to("pantry")
look("pantry")
go_to("cereal")
place("cereal", "pantry")
...

Few-shot Plan Generation

Task: Carry fruit to the kitchen
Step 1: Walk to home office
Step 2: Walk to dining room
Step 3: Walk to apple
Step 4: Grab apple
Step 5: Walk to dining table
Step 6: Put apple on dining table

Task: Organize pantry

Planning LLM

Step 1: Walk to pantry
Step 2: ...

Error: I am not holding cereal!

Step 1: Walk to pantry
Step 2: Look at pantry
Step 3: Walk to cereal
Step 4: Put cereal on pantry

Validate Action in Environment

Environment

Precondition error!

Fig. 2. Overview of CAPE: To generate executable plans, we select an in-context example task (from a demonstration set) that is most semantically
similar to the query task. The Planning LLM generates a natural language description for the next step. The Translation LLM [16] grounds this description
to an admissible skill in the agent’s repertoire. If violating preconditions prevent execution of the proposed skill, precondition error information is formatted
into a corrective prompt, which is provided with the failed skill to the LLM for corrective action proposal.

zero-shot (Z) and few-shot (F) settings, denoted by P = Z∨
F . Few-shot ablations (F) inject 3 in-context precondition
error and corrective action pairs from the demonstration set.
For all ablations, corrective prompts are only injected when
the Planning LLM proposes corrective actions. There are 3
degrees of precondition error detail:

• Re-prompting with Success Only (ZS): solely informs
the LLM that the action failed (i.e., “Task Failed”).1

• Re-prompting with Implicit Cause (ZI ): shares the
failed action and object(s) the agent interacted with
to the LLM in a prompt template (i.e., “I cannot
<action> <object>”). This requires the LLM to in-
fer the cause of error when proposing corrective actions.

• Re-prompting with Explicit Cause (ZE): states
the violated precondition for the non-afforded
action, in addition to feedback provided by ZI

(i.e., “I cannot <action> <object> because
<unmet_precondition>”).

Scoring Grounded Actions: We define a scoring function
Sw (Equation 1) as a weighted combination of log probability
and cosine similarity, thresholded to determine the feasibility
of each proposed grounded step [3]. Log probability is
defined as Pθ(Xi) := 1

ni

∑ni

j=1logpθ(xi,j |xi<j), where θ
parameterizes the pretrained Planning LLM and Xi is a
generated step consisting of n tokens (xi,1, ..., xi,n). Cosine
similarity is defined as C(f(â), f(ae)) := f(â)·f(ae)

||f(â)||||f(ae)|| ,
where f is the Translation LLM’s embedding function; a and
ae are the predicted and admissible action pair for which we
estimate the distance. β is a weighting coefficient:

Sw = argmax
ae

[max
â

C(f(â), f(ae)) + β · Pθ(â)], (1)

Sw prioritizes the quality of natural language at the cost
of semantic translation. This often results in mistranslations
when C(f(â), f(ae)) dominates the sum as Pθ(â) is close
to 0 and β is low or when Pθ(â) dominates the sum as
C(f(â), f(ae)) is close to 0 and β is large. The mean
log probability is also unbounded, which makes finding

1This is analogous to Inner Monologue’s [4] “success detection”, which
determines whether to re-execute failed actions due to stochasticity of low-
level policies. However, our aim is to repair high-level plans with corrective
actions that arise from a new distribution of actions given precondition
feedback.

a score threshold more challenging. We propose a novel
scoring function Sg (Equation 2) that considers the squared
geometric mean of C(f(â), f(ae)) and Pθ(â), to produce a
bounded non-negative (0, 1) score that prioritizes both lan-
guage generation and semantic translation objectives jointly

Sg = argmax
ae

[max
â

C(f(â), f(ae)) + 1

2
· ePθ(â)] (2)

All CAPE ablations are reported only using Sw. We addi-
tionally report Sg for explicit cause re-prompting (PE).

B. Baseline: Plan Generation via Re-sampling

The closed-loop re-sampling method does not use error
feedback when a grounded action is not executable. Instead,
this approach iteratively evaluates the top k admissible
actions proposed by the Planning LLM and grounded by the
Translation LLM in reverse order of their Sw scores until
an executable action is found. If none of the k re-sampled
admissible actions are executable, plan generation terminates.
Resampling assesses whether CAPE enables more efficient
corrections due to the utility of re-prompts rather than ben-
efiting from more attempts at proposing corrective actions.

C. Baseline: Plan Generation with SayCan

For every step generated, SayCan [2] assigns a score to
each action in the agent’s repertoire and the highest scoring
action is executed. This score is the product of the LLM’s
log probability and affordance for each action. This process
is repeated until the termination skill (done) is assigned the
highest score. We make two important adjustments in our
SayCan implementation for VirtualHome [9]:

• It is intractable to evaluate all possible skills in Virtu-
alHome (over 50K admissible object-action pairs) for
every step, so we use the Planning LLM to generate
a prototype step with which we sub-sample the 500
most semantically similar object-action pairs (by cosine
similarity) and at most 1000 object-action pairs contain-
ing objects in the prototype step, forming a subset of
≤ 1500 skills to be scored. This ensures sub-sampled
skills have the highest log probability according to the
LLM and are contextually relevant to the task.

• We evaluate a perfect SayCan, with 0% affordance
model misclassification, using VirtualHome’s oracle
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precondition checks on the environment state. However,
as Ahn et al. [2] cites a minimum planning failure of
16% with 35% of these originate from affordance model
errors, we also present a noisy ablation of SayCan with
a 6% (16% × 35%) random chance of misclassifying
the oracle affordance, i.e., false when actually true or
true when actually false.

Similar to CAPE, SayCan assumes access to an agent’s skill
repertoire with language descriptions. SayCan leverages a
trained affordance model (value function) to evaluate the
executability of skills and can easily be extended to identify
or predict language-specified precondition violations.

IV. EVALUATION

We test the hypothesis that corrective re-prompting in-
creases executability of plans generated by LLM models
while maintaining plan correctness. We focus on OpenAI’s
davinci-instruct model line for their demonstrated ca-
pabilities in instruction-following and planning tasks [10,
23]. We evaluate eight approaches in a zero-shot setting:
three baselines – Huang et al. [3] (Section II), the closed-loop
re-sampling (Section III-B), and SayCan [2] (Section III-C)
– and our proposed ablations of CAPE (Section III-A).

A. Experimental Setup

We evaluate CAPE across 7 scenes in VirtualHome [9] and
2 scenes with a Boston Dynamics Spot robot (Figure 1). The
contrast in environments aims to demonstrate that corrective
re-prompting can resolve unmet preconditions for embodied
agents and robots across a variety of tasks; VirtualHome
provides a large skillset with many objects, while the robot
environments focus on physical embodiment with fewer
objects and skills. In VirtualHome, we evaluate plans for
100 household tasks (e.g., “Make breakfast”, “Browse the
Internet”). To show that our method extends to unseen
unstructured real-world environments, we compare plans
generated by CAPE with those generated by the 3 baselines
across 6 human-assistance tasks and 2 scenes for each task.

B. Robot Demonstration

To demonstrate CAPE’s performance on unstructured real-
world tasks, we compare our re-prompting ablations against
all 3 baselines with the Boston Dynamics Spot (a quadruped
robot with a single 6-DOF arm) across 2 scenes (a lab
environment and a kitchen) with structural variation in the
maps and object inter-placement. On average, 9 household
objects (e.g., phone, bed, coffee, etc.) each with five state
attributes (e.g, at location, grabbed, opened, turned on) are
present in each scene. We evaluate performance on 6 tasks:
1) Prepare for a run on a warm day, 2) Put the phone on the
nightstand, 3) Iron a shirt, 4) Put mail in storage, 5) Organize
Pantry, and 6) Put away groceries. We assume the robot has
access to a set of 14 parametrized skills (including stand
up, walk to, pick up, put, touch, look at, open and close).
We first build a semantic map from images and waypoints
recorded in each scene; vision-language models (VLM)
(CLIP [24] and CLIPSeg [25]) are used to ground admissible

skills to spatial targets for navigation or grasping in the
physical environment, similar to NLMap-SayCan [26]. The
robot’s embodiment (single arm), a limited skill repertoire
and extensibility to new unstructured environments make
this a challenging setting for task completion. Figure 1
shows Spot successfully completing the task “Prepare for
a run on a warm day.” Re-prompting resolves precondition
violations caused by the robot’s initial state and single-arm
embodiment. Demonstrations for additional tasks and scenes
are in our supplementary video.

C. Human Evaluation

Like Huang et al. [3], we use human evaluation to de-
termine correctness of generated plans through the crowd-
sourcing platform Prolific. 50% of the total tasks across
all baselines and ablations were supplied to annotators. For
each task, five annotators evaluate whether the grounded
plan (in English) accomplishes the given task objective. The
environment for each plan is randomly selected.

D. Evaluation Metrics

We adopt % Executability and % Correctness from Huang
et al. [3]. % Executability measures if all grounded actions
satisfy preconditions imposed by the environment, i.e., if the
entire plan is afforded execution in the agent’s environment
and state % Affordability measures the average percentage
of all plan steps in order that are executable, skipping steps
that are not afforded execution (i.e., partial executability).
% Correct is a human-annotated assessment of semantic
correctness and relevance of a grounded plan to the target
task. Assessing the quality of plans in natural language
using only executability is difficult and ambiguous; thus,
we conduct human evaluations where participants assign
binary scores reflecting whether a plan is correct (1) or
incorrect (0). For a fairer representation of correctness, we
consider executability constraints (i.e., precondition errors)
and present all plans to human evaluators up to the step
where they remain executable by the agent. We also report
Fleiss’ Kappa for inter-annotator agreement among human
annotators of our % Correct categorical labeling task. The
score ranges from 0 to 1, where higher values indicate
a stronger agreement between annotators [27]. Longest
Common Subsequence (LCS) measures raw string over-
lap between generated grounded programs and ground-truth
programs as proposed by Puig et al. [9]. LCS serves as a less
robust proxy for plan semantics as human evaluations (cor-
rectness) are not constrained by the richness of interactions
in the embodied environment and variability of approaches to
complete a task. We also report the average number of Steps
and Corrections (number of corrective re-prompts or re-
samples) needed across tasks to generate a plan. Whilst these
metrics are incidental to the goal (i.e., minimizing them does
not necessarily correlate to improved performance), they
still assess the relative efficiency of each method towards
correcting skill execution. Finally, Scene Graph Similarity
(%GS) reflects the percentage of state-object attributes that
overlap between the final states resulting from execution
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TABLE I
PERFORMANCE OF BASELINES AND CAPE ACROSS 100 TEST-SET TASK TYPES AND 7 SCENES IN VIRTUALHOME [9] (700 TOTAL).

Method %Correct↑ %Exec.↑ %Aff.↑ %GS↑ LCS↑ Fleiss’ Kappa↑ Steps↓ Corrections↓
Baselines
Huang et al. [3] 38.15 72.52 87.72 95.54 20.80 0.47 7.21 N/A
Re-sampling 38.89 76.43 75.24 95.65 23.45 0.45 6.87 7.67
SayCan [2] (Perfect) 28.89 100.00 100.00 94.17 22.98 0.33 7.56 N/A
SayCan [2] (Noisy) 22.59 97.33 99.89 94.68 19.43 0.46 5.97 N/A

CAPE: Zero-Shot (Z)
Success Only (ZS ) 41.11 97.57 90.46 95.49 23.79 0.38 7.68 1.08
Implicit Cause (ZI ) 42.22 97.86 90.05 95.64 23.20 0.51 7.48 0.93
Explicit Cause (ZE ) 42.59 98.29 91.69 95.69 23.48 0.45 8.16 0.72
Explicit Cause (ZE + Sg) 48.52 98.57 91.28 96.23 23.30 0.35 8.81 1.31

CAPE: Few-Shot (F )
Explicit Cause (FE ) 47.04 98.57 92.29 96.05 24.20 0.41 8.69 0.89
Explicit Cause (FE + Sg) 49.63 96.29 90.93 96.29 23.47 0.39 9.35 1.82

TABLE II
PERFORMANCE OF BASELINES AND CAPE ACROSS 6 TEST-SET TASKS AND 2 SCENES FOR HOUSEHOLD TASKS WITH ROBOT DEMO (12 TOTAL).

Method %Correct↑ %Exec.↑ %Aff.↑ %GS↑ LCS↑ Fleiss’ Kappa↑ Steps↓ Corrections↓
Baselines
Huang et al. [3] 16.67 41.64 56.46 66.03 26.77 0.28 2.40 N/A
Re-sampling 13.33 75.00 47.98 67.33 32.92 0.71 4.60 13.19
SayCan [2] (Perfect) 28.33 83.33 83.33 68.02 41.13 0.26 6.80 N/A
SayCan [2] (Noisy) 16.67 66.67 79.13 67.54 38.36 0.22 6.80 N/A

CAPE: Zero-Shot (Z)
Success Only (ZS ) 18.33 75.00 43.05 66.02 32.45 0.28 3.04 2.25
Implicit Cause (ZI ) 20.00 75.00 52.37 66.25 32.44 0.32 3.14 1.83
Explicit Cause (ZE ) 31.67 100.00 79.69 69.18 48.12 0.11 6.30 1.91
Explicit Cause (ZE + Sg) 23.33 100.00 79.04 69.85 46.68 0.12 6.30 1.73

CAPE: Few-Shot (F )
Explicit Cause (FE ) 45.00 100.00 81.36 77.91 65.07 0.23 11.70 2.91
Explicit Cause (FE + Sg) 50.00 100.00 80.70 77.40 69.77 0.12 11.30 2.90

of the generated grounded program (Ggen) and the ground-
truth human-written program (Ggt). The number of matching
attributes are normalized over the union of objects in both
Ggen and Ggt. This metric is invariant to differences in length
and ordering of steps between generated and ground-truth
plans, compared to a string-matching metric like LCS.

V. DISCUSSION

CAPE ablations outperform baselines on most metrics in
VirtualHome [9] environment (see Table I). CAPE: Few-
Shot with Explicit Cause (FE + Sg) attains the high-
est combined performance for % Correct (49.63%) and
Executability (96.29%). This ablation improves % Correct
over SayCan (Perfect) by 71.80% (absolute improvement
of 20.74%) while maintaining comparable executability and
percentage of afforded steps. The Fleiss’ Kappa across
all ablations indicates moderate inter-annotator agreement
for the % Correct metric. Our zero-shot ablations with
varying specificity of error information outperform SayCan
and Huang et al. [3] baselines as well as other baselines
[28] that report 90% executability and 72% graph similarity
using 3 in-context examples with davinci-codex model.
Thus, CAPE’s re-prompting is effective even without few-
shot learning; increasing specificity of errors also improves
performance. Our method generates higher quality plans
while requiring up to 10× fewer corrections than the re-
sampling baseline, which reflects the utility of corrective
prompts. Our method also outperforms SayCan across nearly

all metrics, though SayCan implicitly provides environment
feedback through the affordance model. Furthermore, our
method significantly reduces time complexity below SayCan,
O(n) compared with O(|s|n) respectively, where s is the
skill repertoire and n the number of plan steps, since SayCan
iterates the entire skill space to generate every step.

CAPE ablations also outperform baselines on robot
demonstration (see Table II). CAPE: Few-Shot with Ex-
plicit Cause (FE + Sg) attains the highest combined per-
formance for % Correct (50%) and Executability (100%).
This ablation improves % Correct over SayCan (Perfect)
by 76.49% (absolute improvement of 21.67%) while attain-
ing comparable percentage of afforded steps, even though
SayCan operates in an oracle setting. SayCan usually fails
because the affordance function severely constrains available
actions, sometimes leading to local optima, i.e., afforded
actions with highest log probability do not resolve precondi-
tion errors critical to task completion, while afforded actions
that do resolve these preconditions do not have sufficient
log probability. The Fleiss’ Kappa across all ablations for
robot demonstration tasks indicate modest inter-annotator
agreement between annotators for the % Correct metric,
except for re-sampling where annotators unanimously agreed
that generated plans do not successfully complete the task.

Finally, Figure 3 shows the distribution of 22 VirtualHome
precondition error types across 4 difficulty levels for all
CAPE and resampling ablations. Difficulty levels include
errors that require: no corrections (D1: e.g., “opening an open
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Fig. 3. The distribution of precondition errors that are resolved (top)
and unresolved (bottom) for all re-prompting methods on the VirtualHome
environment, across 4 difficulty levels (D1–4). Values in square brackets
show the number of error types for a given difficulty. Color and intensity
correspond to ratio of errors resolved (green) vs. unresolved (red) errors.

door”), one-step corrections (D2), multi-step corrections
(D3), and long-term planning with ambiguous resolution
(D4: e.g., “too many objects on the table”). A precondition
error in step i is ‘resolved’ only if the plan progresses to
step ≥ i+1 before the next error. There are 4 observations:
(1) majority of resolved/unresolved errors in all ablations
fall under D3; (2) FE is the only ablation with more
resolved (396) than unresolved (225) errors and an average of
4× more resolutions across difficulties; (3) increased error
specificity can more readily resolve D1–3 errors, with the
sharpest increase for D2 errors; (4) whilst Sg disproportion-
ately increases total number of unresolved errors, diluting the
ratio of resolved errors, Sg does not change the distribution
of unresolved errors across difficulties and broadens the
diversity of resolved errors compared to unresolved errors.

VI. RELATED WORK

LLMs for Task Planning: Several works use LLMs for
planning [3, 2, 29, 30]. Huang et al. [3] uses LLMs to
generate step-by-step plans for tasks described in language.
We additionally incorporate precondition error feedback from
the environment as auxiliary input. Similarly, Song et al. [29]
and Gramopadhye and Szafir [30] provide information about
the agent’s environment and action set to help LLMs generate
contextualized plans. However, CAPE assumes less informa-
tion with similar output: the Planning LLM is not given ac-
cess to information about what objects lie in the environment
nor the agent’s high-level action set. SayCan [2] uses an LLM
to score a predefined set of robot skills (demonstrated by an
expert), implicitly incorporating feedback through affordance
detection to propose action sequences.

Visual & Language Feedback for Planning: Following
our prior work [8], several works use language feedback to
reason about errors [31, 32, 33, 34]. Reflexion [33] converts
scalar feedback (from heuristic evaluators) into structured
linguistic feedback with long-term memory to improve de-
cision making via trial-and-error. CAPE does not assume
access to long-term feedback over multiple episodes. Other
works like DoReMi [31] and Zhang et al. [32] assume access
to primitive skills and detect action failures by monitoring

properties associated with action constraints (either from
planning domains like PDDL or from the LLM) using
VLMs and LLMs. CAPE only provides implicit feedback
in the form of corrective prompts with which the LLM
has to infer the current state and propose an appropriate
next step. REFLECT [34] uses multi-modal feedback to
extract a hierarchy of events and visually informed scene
graphs, which are used to explain failures during planning.
However, assessing object states from visual and auditory
feedback requires predefined audio and object state labels
for visual/audio grounding, which requires a non-trivial extra
effort in addition to predefining all skills.

Task and Motion Planning (TAMP): TAMP [35, 20]
hierarchically decouples robot planning and execution into
task planning, which aims to find a sequence of actions that
realize state transitions and goal state corresponding to a
high-level problem [36], and motion planning, which aims to
find collision-free trajectories that realize objectives of a task
plan [37, 38]. LLMs provide agents or robots with implicit
representations of actions in language, without having to rely
on explicitly defined structures or symbols that are typically
used in TAMP, to identify key details (actions or objects)
underpinning the problem at hand.

VII. CONCLUSION

We introduce CAPE, a re-prompting strategy for LLM-
based planners, that injects precondition errors parsed from
environment feedback as contextual information. CAPE sub-
stantially improves executability and correctness of gener-
ated plans, enabling agents to resolve action failures. Our
experiments show that corrective prompting generates more
semantically correct plans with fewer precondition errors
than those generated by baseline methods (Huang et al. [3],
SayCan [2], and re-sampling). CAPE also overcomes the
computational intractability of SayCan in environments with
a large number of admissible skills, as CAPE explores a
narrower subset of skills and uses far fewer interjections.

However, we acknowledge important limitations. First,
CAPE carries a strong assumption that skill preconditions
can be predetermined. We will incorporate methods that
propose action preconditions using the innate reasoning
capabilities of LLMs [31, 32]. Second, CAPE abstracts low-
level control into a repertoire of high-level skills that we
assume have perfect low-level execution, such that only
logical precondition errors (the focus of our work) can
disrupt plan execution. We plan to use multi-modal feedback,
which would allow CAPE to reason over a wider range of
error types that cannot be described in language and enable
recovery for low-level control as in related work [31, 34].
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